Dear Members of the CT General Assembly:

I am writing to request that you VOTE NO on the upcoming vote being taken to extend all and any of the COVID emergency executive orders previously issued by Governor Ned Lamont. Specifically, Executive Order 13A (mask mandates) should not be extended and should terminate. If all of the Executive Orders that are proposed to be extended (including Executive Order 13A) are bundled into one single vote, I request that you also VOTE NO on this matter. There is no longer an emergency pursuant to which these emergency executive powers should continue.

As a person who believes in helping the greater good, I have complied with masks mandates and have always put my best foot forward during virtual learning. I have quarantined through 2 bouts of covid because I was following the science. Thinking eventually the curve would be flattened and normalcy would soon return. Well, its 2 years later and normalcy has not resumed, the science supporting masking children’s has collapsed and my children who are filled with antibodies are still required to wear masks!

It is clearly more about compliance than science. In fact, the mandates are control masquerading as science. My children (all Children) touch their masks a hundred x’s a day which cannot be sanitary. James, my 4 year old son, who has a speech impediment is forced to wear a mask and learn from teachers whose mouths are covered! How could a speech impaired child learn when his teachers and therapist mouths are covered with mask? How can he read lips? How can he understand what is being taught if the teachers mouth is covered and every sound is muffled? How can he pronounce words correctly if his mouth is covered by a mask? I would like answers and resolution NOW!

Everything about masking our children is unnatural and wrong! Covering their little faces, having them social distance, and making them feel as though they are a potential threat is inhumane, traumatizing, and frankly evil! Children are suffering massive developmental setbacks. Suicide rates, clinical depression and anxiety have skyrocketed the past 2 years.

I will no longer facilitate in the thievery of their innocence and childhood. You alone are stealing their joy, and replacing it with isolation and expressionless days. You are muzzling them and crushing their spirit. That Is why I am using my voice and saying enough is enough!! We will access every means at our disposal to ensure all those that implement this mandate will be held responsible! Stand up for what is right....COURAGE IS CONTAGIOUS!!!

Sincerely,
Catherine Carr

NO MORE FORCED MASKING OF OUR KIDS!
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